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Abstract
Glycoinformatics involves the development of computational methods
and tools for the understanding of glycan function, including the development of databases, which use these methods and tools for validation of results. Thus several databases have been developed, storing a
plethora of data from various analytical perspectives. These invaluable
resources provide the data which theoretical computer scientists and
data mining experts can use to develop new models and tools. This
paper will describe the various carbohydrate-related databases that
have become rather stable in this field, along with some of the methods
that have been developed for analysing the glycan data from various
perspectives. In particular, we focus on glycan biomarker and glycan
binding pattern prediction.

Introduction
Glycoinformatics deals with the development of computational methods and tools as well as
the construction of databases in order to gain insight into the functions of glycoconjugates
and complex carbohydrates. As such, the glycoinformatics field has taken off with the
development of various glycan structure databases and related information, as well as
theoretical methods and practical tools for analysing glycans. In particular, with the development of major carbohydrate resources in Japan, the U.S. and Europe, it has become easier
to develop and test these methods for practical applications. Here, we describe in detail some
of these data resources and methods for beginners to get an idea of this newly emerging field
of glycoinformatics.
http://www.beilstein-institut.de/glycobioinf2011/Proceedings/Aoki-Kinoshita/Aoki-Kinoshita.pdf
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Glycan Databases
The major databases that may be considered rather stable at the time of this writing are listed
in Table 1. The GlycomeDB database [1] may be considered the main resource for glycan
structure information, which is linked with several other glycan structure resources. Glycan
binding data can be obtained from the CFG (Consortium for Functional Glycomics) [2] and
JCGGDB (Japanese Consortium for Glycobiology and Glycotechnology Databases) which
includes CabosDB [3]. Glycan profile data can be obtained from the CFG and EuroCarbDB
[4], although the latter is still in the developmental stages. UniCarbKB [5] is also based on
the EuroCarbDB infrastructure, so this resource will also provide profiling data once it is
made available.
Table 1. Major glyco-databases.
Database

Description

GlycomeDB

Portal for glycan structures that have been integrated http://www.glycome-db.org
from several of the major glycan-related databases

GLYCOSCIENCES.de

One of the earliest databases of glycan structure data, http://www.glycosciences.de/
mainly extracted from the PDB (Protein DataBank).
In addition to structural data, also includes NMR data
and literature references.

Consortium for Functional Glycomics (CFG)

A major database containing not only glycan
http://www.functionalglycomics.org
structures, but also glycan binding affinity data from
their glycan arrays, glycan profiling data from
MALDI-TOF analysis of various samples, knock-out
mouse phenotype data and glyco-enzyme expression
data.

Japanese Consortium for
Glycobiology and Glycotechnology Database
(JCGGDB)

A comprehensive database portal for major glycohttp://jcggdb.jp
related databases in Japan, including mass spectral
data of glycan profiles, lectin array data, glycoprotein
data, glycogene information including disease information, etc.

KEGG GLYCAN

As one of the databases of the KEGG resource,
glycan structures and their pathway data, including
glycogene information as organized by the KEGG
ORTHOLOGY can be obtained.

http://www.genome.jp/kegg/glycan/

EuroCarbDB

A database infrastructure for a distributed database of
experimental data for glycobiology, including (tandem) MS, HPLC and NMR data and the related
glycan structures.
A new database of experimental data for glycobiology, linked with glyco-related UniProtKB data.

http://www.eurocarbdb.org
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/eurocarb/
home.action

UniCarbKB

URL

http://unicarb-db.biomedicine.gu.se/
unicarbkb

Glyco-resources refer to those web sites that provide computational tools for glyco-analysis.
The database GLYCOSCIENCES.de [6] provides such tools as pdb-care for checking PDB
files for accurate carbohydrate information, CARP for generating Ramachandran plots of
glycosidic linkages, GlyVicinity and GlySeq for analysing statistical information around
glycosylation sites and carbohydrate residues, and several glycan modelling tools based on
molecular dynamics (MD) and molecular mechanics (MM) in addition to glycosylation
prediction tools. GLYCAM Web [7] is another web-based tool for generating structural
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conformations of glycan structures, based on the GLYCAM force field parameters. Finally,
RINGS [8] is a web-based resource providing a variety of tools for data mining glycan
structures.

Glycan Data Formats
One issue in working with the various carbohydrate databases available is the handling of
different glycan structure formats. An example of some of the major formats for a given
glycan structure is illustrated in Figure 1. Each of these formats is used in different databases, and since there was no coordination between these database projects previously,
different formats emerged to satisfy different requirements [9]. Even though a consensus
has been obtained for GLYDE-II to be used as the standard format for carbohydrate data
exchange between databases [10], it is not necessarily user-friendly or human-readable.
Thus, some tools for converting between different glycan structure formats have been
developed in RINGS, which provides utilities to convert between IUPAC, GlycoCT, Linear
Code, LINUCS and KCF. However, collaborations have emerged to link data between
different databases based on GLYDE-II, and resources have started to either provide tools
for converting between different formats or allowing different formats for input. Consequently, there is less concern now for which format to use to store glycan structure data.

Figure 1. Illustration of various glycan structure formats for the same glycan structure
(illustrated). While many formats are linear sequences, some like KCF and GlycoCT
use graph-like notations across multiple lines.
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Computational Applications
Two of the major biological problems facing glycan structure analysis involve the discovery
of glycan biomarkers and the understanding of glycan recognition patterns. The former can
be obtained from the glycan profiles that are being generated by various databases, and the
latter can be analysed from glycan binding and structural data.
Glycan profiles provide different sets of numerous glycan structures that are claimed to exist
in particular cells or tissues. At times, there may be hundreds of glycan structures in a
particular sample. It is understood that these glycan structures would consist of partially
synthesized structures and portions of glycoproteins and glycolipids, these profiles may be
considered snapshots of a particular sample. By comparing different snapshots of control
versus target tissues, one may infer potential glycan biomarkers. In fact, classification
methods from the machine learning field have been applied to predict such glycan biomarkers in the past [11 – 14].
However, another approach for the analysis of glycan profiles by computing is called the
frequent subtrees that are found within the data set. There are several frequent subtree
mining algorithms, but the one that has been applied to glycans is called the a-closed
frequent subtree algorithm [15]. A parameter a is specified in order to provide the user with
some leeway in computing the results. This method has been implemented as a web-based
tool called Glycan Miner in RINGS, taking as input a set of glycan structures in any format
in addition to the a and support parameter to specify frequentness.
The frequent subtree algorithm can also be applied to glycan binding data, to predict the
glycan substructures that are mostly involved in binding, by specifying those glycan structures that bind strongly with a particular glycan binding protein (GBP). In fact, the Glycan
Miner tool comes with a useful helper application for those using the CFG’s glycan array
data, as shown in Figure 2. Snapshots of the CFG web page and indications of where to
retrieve the necessary data are illustrated. Additionally, the conversion tool is linked to the
Glycan Miner Tool such that the converted data is automatically inputted and ready to be
computed with the specified parameters.
In contrast, another method to predict glycan binding patterns of GBPs is a probabilistic
model that computes disconnected patterns from within glycan data. This model was developed due to the understanding that some GBPs such as lectins (and Siglecs in particular)
may recognize not only the residues at the terminal end, but also non-terminal residues
further in the chain. Thus, probabilistic sibling-dependent tree Markov models called
PSTMM [16] and OTMM (ordered tree Markov model) [17] were developed to capture
such potential glycan binding patterns.
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Figure 2. Snapshots of
the CFG web page and
indications of where to
retrieve the necessary
data are illustrated. Additionally, the conversion tool is linked to
the Glycan Miner Tool
such that the converted
data is automatically
inputted and ready to
be computed with the
specified parameters.
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However, in order to allow general glycobiologists to use these models a method to extract
the glycan patterns directly from the models was required. This was implemented in what
was called the Profile PSTMM model [18], which is currently available as a tool in RINGS.
The difficulty in extracting these patterns using Profile PSTMM came in the fact that the
shape of the pattern that should be extracted must be specified beforehand. This is similar to
the fact that the number of amino acids that must be extracted from Profile HMMs must be
first specified when training the model. However, this is a bigger challenge for the branched
structures of glycans. This difficulty is illustrated in Figure 3 in comparison with amino acid
sequence profiles. Whereas the size (length) of amino acid sequence profiles can be specified directly based on the lengths of the input sequences, it is more difficult to specify the
branched shape of a profile from a set of branched glycan structures. This is especially
difficult to do automatically without any user input.

Figure 3. An illustration comparing amino acid sequence profiles and glycan structure
profiles (patterns). Whereas the size (length) of amino acid sequence profiles can be
specified from the dataset beforehand, it is more difficult to specify the branched
shape of a profile from a set of branched glycan structures.

At first, the Maximum Common Subtree of all of the glycans were computed and used
automatically as the default shape. However, if the input contained even one small structure,
then the resulting glycan pattern would become very small. Thus, in order to enable larger
sized patterns, the concept of aligning the input glycan structures and extracting a portion of
the glycans that overlap the majority of times was devised. Multiple sequence alignment is
actually considered a difficult problem even for linear sequences, so a heuristic was
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developed based on the popular multiple protein sequence alignment method ClustalW. This
new method, called MCAW, for multiple carbohydrate alignment with weights, was then
developed as a tool in RINGS. This tool is actually the basis of a number of potential
analytical tasks, including the computation of glycan score matrices [19] for assessing
glycosidic linkage similarity, in addition to the original intention of aiding probabilistic
models in determining the glycan pattern to learn.
Thus, based on such fundamental computational methods, it may become possible to apply
scoring functions to indicate the ‘‘similarity’’ of monosaccharides and glycosidic linkages.
Such methods may also be applicable to spatial and structural analyses of glycans compared
to protein structures, and even different patterns between organisms and species may be
considered for future analysis.

Conclusion
In addition to the analysis of glycan structures, glycoinformatics also involves the understanding of glycan biosynthesis pathways, the functions of glycogenes and systems analysis
of glyco-related pathways [20]. There is also a lack of glycoprotein data, but once a
sufficient amount of such data is accumulated, more complex methods for analysing glycosylation and their functions may be developed. Additionally, another difficulty is the very
large area of conformational analysis of glycans. Overall, it is probably safe to assume that
this new area of glycoinformatics is sure to continue to progress in the years to come.
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